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Chapter 1431: Testing Blood 

No idea how long had passed either, the pain finally subsided. Azurepeak’s four limbs finally recovered 

some mobility. 

However, he only barely managed to stand up after trying for a long time. 

His entire person seemed to be drained, without a trace of strength from head to foot. 

During this long time, he maintained clarity of his consciousness from start to end but was utterly 

helpless. 

Every hint of pain on his body was transmitted into his brain clearly, like tidewater; without break. 

Azurepeak very much wanted to faint, but he discovered to his dismay that he could not do it at all! 

This period of time was simply even worse than death! 

“Damn White Night Sacred Palace! If I discover that Ye Yuan is an intruder, I’ll definitely not spare even 

the chickens and dogs!” Azurepeak gnashed his teeth and said in hatred. 

At this time, Bai Xiu’s voice sounded out from outside the door. 

“Has Lord Azurepeak rested well? Palace lord and Grand Elder have made this lowly one come and invite 

Lord Divine Envoy to the great hall.” 

Huo … 

The door was opened violently from the inside. Azurepeak’s face was sullen until water was virtually 

about to drip out. 

Rest? 

That was called rest just now? 

He was hurting until he was practically about to commit suicide just now, you guys actually said that it 

was resting! 

Azurepeak wanted to kill people right now! 

He really wanted to kill people! 

“What’s with Lord Azurepeak? Could it be that you’re blaming our White Night Sacred Palace for the 

poor reception? Lord Divine Envoy suffered the backlash force and injured the internal organs. Grand 

Elder said that he helped Lord Divine Envoy purge the hidden injuries with a special technique, there’s 

absolutely no sequela. Could it be that … Grand Elder he didn’t cure Lord Divine Envoy’s hidden 

injuries?” Bai Xiu pretended to be surprised. 

Azurepeak was just about to flare up when he suddenly frowned. 
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He viewed internally and discovered that the internal injuries he suffered because of the backlash force 

were indeed already cured. The meridians in his whole body were unobstructed and actually had a 

refreshing feeling! 

This discovery made his expression ease up slightly. 

Could it be that … that Ye Yuan really treated him? 

Recalling that palm of his, the backlash force was indeed not small. It would likely leave behind 

considerable hidden injuries. 

Now, the injuries were completely healed. Clearly, he had obtained treatment. 

It was just that this treatment … was a little too painful, right? 

“Mn, the hidden injuries are already healed! Lead the way!” Azurepeak said coldly. 

This Azurepeak, as a divine envoy, was clearly an extremely prideful person. 

Since the other party was really treating him, he did not wish to let the other party know such a 

deplorable side of him. 

Bai Xiu already had flowers bloom in his heart long ago. If he was not in front of Azurepeak, he would 

practically be laughing until he rolled on the ground. 

But Bai Xiu was not Bai Chen that sort of little chap. He was in a high position all year round. His 

shrewdness was rather deep. 

He did not show the slightest hint of emotion on the surface. 

Ye Yuan invited him to watch a good show. That scene of Azurepeak rolling about on the ground in pain 

previously, he saw it all clearly outside the window. 

How smart was Bai Xiu? He knew that it was Ye Yuan’s underhanded trick done in secret. 

Originally, he was still apprehensive, worried that Azurepeak would utterly rampage after coming out. 

But when he said it according to the words Ye Yuan taught him, he discovered that Azurepeak’s 

complexion immediately became much better. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, not only would he not blame, he would even be secretly grateful in his heart. 

Currently, he was simply prostrating on all fours in admiration toward this grand elder. 

Azurepeak sucking in cold air while on the ground in pain, he heard it clearly outside. 

To be able to make a grand completion Heaven Glimpse powerhouse agonized until he wished he was 

dead, that pain could be imagined. 

Heh! 

Not only did he not assign blame, but his reaction was also really calm and smooth! 

This method, probably only Grand Elder, this kind of figure, could accomplish it, right? 



… 

Coming to the great hall, Ye Yuan greeted with a smile and said with clasped hands, “White Night Sacred 

Palace’s grand elder, Ye Yuan, respectfully welcomes Lord Divine Envoy! Previously, this Ye Yuan was in 

closed-seclusion, resulting in slighting Lord Divine Envoy. Truly sorry! This Ye apologizes and asks Lord 

Divine Envoy for punishment!” 

Ye Yuan’s attitude was very sincere like he was really going to bow down. 

Azurepeak hurriedly supported his arm and said coolly, “No need!” 

Ye Yuan said joyfully, “Lord Divine Envoy is indeed an exalted envoy, with a broad breadth of mind! Oh, 

right, the cultivation method that this Ye cultivates is rather peculiar. Once somebody draws near, there 

will be an extremely powerful backlash force, resulting in accidentally injuring Your Excellency. This Ye is 

truly guilty and deserves ten thousand deaths! Fortunately, this Ye has some unique methods and 

helped Lord Divine Envoy open up the meridians, relieving the hidden injuries. This method is a bit 

painful, but the effects are very good. I wonder if Your Excellency still has ailments now?” 

Azurepeak’s muscles twitched slightly. It was more than a bit painful. It was simply painful until he 

wished to die! 

However, the effects were really good! 

Otherwise, if he went back to report completion of the mission with hidden injuries, he really had no 

idea how he would be laughed at. 

“Mn, it’s already well!” Azurepeak still said coolly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Then that’s good! Since Lord Divine Envoy already arrived, then let’s get down 

to business first! This Ye was just a reclusive cultivator previously, how am I some intruder? Some 

people like to cause trouble by spreading rumors, truly detestable!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan so calm, Azurepeak unwittingly really started to somewhat doubt it in his heart. 

Although this rumor started from god knows where, without a doubt, the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s 

suspicions were the greatest. 

But, as long as there was a trace of possibility, the Sky Foothill Divine Palace would not let it go either. 

Furthermore, such an expert suddenly emerged, how could they possibly not be careful? 

“Whether or not it’s a rumor, we’ll know after testing!” Azurepeak still continued his indifferent style. 

Finished talking, Azurepeak slightly formed a seal. A box-sized shrine rested on his palm. 

Ye Yuan was currently in a position of face-to-face with Azurepeak. This distance, if the Tianlu Shrine had 

a response, it should have long unleashed an attack. 

But the Tianlu Shrine did not have any movements at all! 

Seeing this scene, everyone in the White Night Sacred Palace all heaved a long sigh in relief. 

“Like I said, how can Grand Elder possibly be an intruder?” 



“It must be the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace, that bunch of bastards! After the miserable defeat this time, 

they harbored hatred in their hearts and deliberately fabricated rumors!” 

“Damn Autumn Rain Sacred Palace, we are not done with them!” 

… 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s powerhouses all pointed the spearheads at the Autumn Rain Sacred 

Palace, obviously thinking that this was their idea. 

However, the worry of Bai Chen and Mo Yun, in the two person’s hearts, did not disappear at this point. 

After all, the most crucial part of the Tianlu Shrine was still the blood test this checkpoint! 

Sure enough, Azurepeak said coolly, “The aura on the surface can be disguised. But, the Heavenly Dao 

laws contained in the martial artist’s blood cannot be disguised! Elder Ye, please!” 

A martial artist’s growth was the process of absorbing heaven and earth spiritual energy. 

During this process, one would naturally bring the aura of Heavenly Dao into their own blood too. 

Hence, verifying a martial artist’s identity, the most reliable was still blood! 

When Mo Yun and Bai Chen duo heard this, their hearts leaped to their throats. 

The rest also stopped the din, looking towards Ye Yuan with unmoving eyes. 

The instances of finding out using blood were not few! 

Ye Yuan smiled slightly and did not hesitate either. 

Only to see a cold light flash. Ye Yuan’s finger had a gash added to it. 

Drip! 

A drop of fresh blood flowed down the fingertip and dripped into the Tianlu Shrine. 

Everyone’s breathing all became ragged! 
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Swish! 

All of a sudden, the Tianlu Shrine burst forth with a dazzling golden light, shining until everyone could 

not open their eyes. 

Azurepeak’s expression turned sharp, his deadpan face finally revealed a surprised expression. 

“This … This is …” 

It was also the group of White Night powerhouses’ first time seeing the Tianlu Shrine and they did not 

know what this golden light represented. 
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Bai Chen could not resist asking, “Lord Divine Envoy, what … what does this golden light represent? Is 

Grand Elder … an intruder or not?” 

Azurepeak’s expression turned cold and he said solemnly, “Intruder my ass! The guy who spread this 

rumor will die a horrible death! Elder Ye is pure until he cannot be purer Sky Foothill martial artist!” 

Everyone was first stunned, and immediately revealed a look of great joy. 

Since Azurepeak said so, then it was impossible for Ye Yuan to be some intruder anymore! 

The shock in Bai Chen’s heart could not be any greater. He looked at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan just smiled slightly, giving him a calm look. 

Except, the elation on Bai Chen’s face, at this time he did not need to act at all. 

This result, he was really too surprised! 

Only he and Mo Yun two people knew best. Master Ye Yuan was absolutely an outside trial-taker. 

But just what method he used, to actually even outsmart the Tianlu Shrine? 

One had to know that all of the outside world’s trial-takers, even grand completion Heaven Glimpse 

trial-takers, could not escape the Tianlu Shrine’s verification! 

Yet, only Ye Yuan did it! 

This kind of ability was simply inconceivable. 

To be able to change the exterior aura and hide from the Tianlu Shrine’s investigation, this was not 

anything impressive. 

But the blood in a martial artist’s body, how did one change the aura to hide from the Tianlu Shrine’s 

investigation? 

He naturally did not know that Ye Yuan did not use some secret art to conceal the aura in his body, but 

simulated the Sky Foothill Heavenly Dao’s aura with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

This kind of imitation was not on the surface, but fused into every inch of the skin on his body, including 

the blood! 

Forget about a measly little Tianlu Shrine, even the real Heavenly Dao could not distinguish it! 

Bai Chen discovered that this master he acknowledged was simply an omnipotent god! 

It seemed like there was nothing he could not do! 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Seems like this Ye Yuan’s identity shouldn’t have anything worth suspecting, 

right?” 

At this time, Azurepeak’s face actually squeezed out a hint of a smile and said to Ye Yuan with clasped 

hands, “Elder Ye, I’ve given offense previously! But Azurepeak is here under orders and didn’t have the 

intention of being hard on the White Night Sacred Palace. Please excuse me.” 



The moment these words came out, White Night’s group virtually did not dare to believe their own ears. 

Such a proud Divine Envoy Azurepeak was actually so courteous to Ye Yuan? 

This … This was not logical! 

It seemed like the issue lay with that golden light. 

It was just that, no idea what that golden light represented. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “What’s Lord Divine Envoy saying here? You’re a divine envoy, representing the 

paramount Sky Foothill Divine Palace. To be able to welcome Lord Azurepeak is our White Night Sacred 

Palace’s honor!” 

Azurepeak suddenly felt that this Ye Yuan looked so pleasing to the eye. 

“Don’t keep calling Lord Divine Envoy, I’m a few years older than you, just call me Big Brother 

Azurepeak!” Azurepeak said with a laugh. 

Ye Yuan did not stand on ceremony either and said with a smile, “Big Brother Azurepeak!” 

The two people exchanged glances and smiles, writing off all enmity. 

“Alright, this matter is settled, I’ll also have to go back to report on completion of the mission!” 

Azurepeak said with clasped hands. 

“Since that’s the case, I won’t hold Big Brother Azurepeak back anymore. Take care!” Ye Yuan also 

clasped his hands and said. 

Azurepeak bade farewell to everyone. When he turned around and left, he said with vicissitudes of 

emotion, “This child is actually able to trigger the Tianlu Shrine’s golden light, indicating that he has 

grasped the complete Sky Foothill laws. No wonder his strength is so powerful! This child’s future is 

limitless and is bound to enter the Sky Foothill Divine Palace in the future! Building good relations with 

him might be beneficial to me in the future.” 

Finished talking, his figure flashed, disappearing from where he was. 

In the White Night Sacred Palace, everyone finally truly relaxed. 

“That golden light is definitely remarkable! You all didn’t see Lord Azurepeak’s expression It changed at 

that time!” 

“Heh heh, Grand Elder actually addressed Lord Divine Envoy as his brother. Let me see if the Autumn 

Rain Sacred Palace, that bunch of trash, still dares to be arrogant!” 

“The Autumn Rain Sacred Palace, that bunch of trash, used this kind of despicable method to disgust us 

when they can’t beat us. Truly too abominable!” 

“One of these days, we’ll exterminate that bunch of grandsons!” 

… 

Everyone tried to get a word in, but Ye Yuan fell into contemplation. 



Was it really a stumbling block done by the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace? Afraid not! Ye Yuan thought. 

… 

“What did you say? The divine palace’s divine envoy went to the White Night Sacred Palace and then 

left just like that?” 

When Qin Tian heard this news, he nearly jumped up. 

No, wait, should be almost spilled the beans. 

“Yes, Palace Lord! Somebody saw that when Ye Yuan saw the divine envoy out, they addressed each 

other as brothers, their relationship appearing rather good,” that subordinate said. 

A mouthful of coagulated blood in Qin Tian’s chest nearly spewed out. 

He forcefully suppressed that mouthful of coagulated blood and said coldly, “Alright, it looks like it was 

this palace lord who made a mistake. Withdraw, continue keeping a close watch for me!” 

“Yes, Palace Lord!” 

After that subordinate withdrew, the coagulated blood that Qin Tian suppressed could not be endured 

anymore, spouting out. 

“This is impossible! That Tianlu Shrine is so formidable. How in the world did Ye Yuan avoid it? Could it 

be that he came out of the Sky Foothill World to begin with? No way! This coordinate had restrictions 

placed by City Lord, His Excellency! It’s impossible for somebody to escape the Sky Foothill World! Just 

how many secrets are hidden on this damn fellow’s body?” 

Qin Tian was depressed! 

Failed to screw Ye Yuan over, his heart was struck with anger for a moment and his injuries actually 

worsened once again. 

“Looks like there’s only making a move myself personally after healing my injuries!” 

… 

Inside the World Suppressing Stele, Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes. 

His aura was much stronger compared to before. 

“I didn’t expect that after expending so many medicinal pills, I actually only cultivated to the half-step 

Heaven Glimpse Realm. This Chaos Heavenspan Canon is truly too resource-intensive,” Ye Yuan said 

with vicissitudes of emotion. 

Without a doubt, the Chaos Heavenspan Canon was a top-tier powerful cultivation method in the world. 

But the money-burning extent of this cultivation method, Ye Yuan felt greatly overwhelmed too. 

Before he came, he used points and divine essence stones to exchange for a large batch of spirit 

medicines. It was actually only able to support him cultivating to the half-step Heaven Glimpse Realm. 

If it were others, they would have long cultivated to initial-stage Heaven Glimpse. 



“This cultivation method of yours is indeed unusual. The resources expended is a lot, but it can exchange 

for powerful strength. What’s there to be unsatisfied with? Fortunately, you entered the Selfless Realm 

last time and already created the second level cultivation method. You only need an opportunity now 

and you can break through to Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm!” Dustless said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “That death cultivation was really very scary. I almost died under my own 

sword at that time! Such a perverse cultivation method, I really don’t know how Heavenly Empyrean 

Immortal Grove thought of it! However, while this method is dangerous, it’s really very effective. For 

people, their greatest opponent is not the enemy, but themselves!” 

Right at this time, a communication talisman broke into Ye Yuan’s closed-seclusion area. 

Ye Yuan checked it, the corners of his mouth revealing a hint of a smile. 

The Divine Ruins was finally about to open up! 
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“Hahaha ... I finally recovered! Ye Yuan, this time, I’ll see where you can escape!” 

Inside the Life End Sacred Palace’s hidden chamber, Qin Tian suddenly snapped open his eyes, bursting 

forth with rays of brilliant light. 

He was in closed-seclusion here for ten years. Today, he finally healed all of his injuries. 

All of the grudges and enmity shall be settled in full this time! 

“Wu Hen!” 

“Your subordinate is present!” 

“Has the White Night Sacred Palace set off yet?” 

“Already set off for the Divine Ruins! Palace Lord, should we set off too?” 

“Depart! This trip, we have to return fully loaded!” 

“Yes, Palace Lord!” 

After Wu Hen left, a hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Qin Tian’s mouth. 

“Alright. I came, so I can’t return empty-handed!” 

... 

In front of him was a massive stretch of ruins. But the waves of terrifying aura exuding out from inside, 

even Ye Yuan felt his heart palpitate too. 

This Divine Ruins seemed to have existed here since ancient times. This place was both unusually 

dangerous and also full of opportunities. 

This place was also a place filled with dangers to Origin Deity Realm powerhouses. 
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The entrance to the Divine Ruins was a volcanic crater. The place had a stretch of pure white bones, 

seemingly declaring to everyone death. 

Ye Yuan had not approached the entrance area yet and already sensed the rolling heatwaves surge over. 

This terrifying temperature, even he, this half step into Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouse, quite 

not quite bear it. 

Once entered from there, the temperature inside could only be imagined. 

“It’s probably Grand Elder’s first time coming to the Divine Ruins, right?” When Bai Xiu saw Ye Yuan’s 

expression, he guessed it. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “In the past, I’ve always been cultivating bitterly in closed-seclusion. It’s really 

my first time coming to this Divine Ruins.” 

Bai Xiu said, “The peripherals of the Divine Ruins have a natural flame restriction that can incinerate 

everything. Even peak Origin Deity powerhouses aren’t able to enter inside normally too. Every 

thousand years or so, this restriction power will have a period of dormancy. The Sky Foothill Divine 

Palace’s Divine Palace Lord will use a celestial divine artifact, the Flame Restriction Seal, and break the 

restriction, letting us enter.” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “So that’s how it is!” 

At this time, a large group of Deity Realm powerhouses flew over from the horizon. They were precisely 

the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s Huo Tianyang and co. 

The atmosphere on the White Night Sacred Palace’s side changed all at once. 

Especially Bai Chen, his two eyes were about to spew fire. 

He only hated that his strength was too weak. Otherwise, he would have long charged forward to fight it 

out with Huo Tianyang. 

The moment the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace landed, it became dangerously explosive between the two 

major forces, with major signs of attacking at a word of disagreement. 

“Goodness me, my eldest nephew, don’t use this expression to look at this palace lord! In a while, when 

inside, it wouldn’t be good if this palace lord accidentally pushes you into the fire pit,” Huo Tianyang said 

with a taunting look. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said in a cold voice, “With the likes of you?” 

Huo Tianyang’s expression became stifled, his eyes full of apprehension. 

If not for this guy in front of him, they would have long eradicated the White Night Sacred Palace! 

“Heh, punk, don’t get cocky first! It’s not late to be cocky after you can come out of the Divine Ruins!” 

Huo Tianyang said with a cold smile. 

Finished talking, Huo Tianyang brought the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s powerhouses to one side. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned grim. This Huo Tianyang ... had an underlying meaning in his words! 



Bai Xiu’s expression was not too good as well. Moving close in front of Ye Yuan, he said softly, “Grand 

Elder, this Huo Tianyang seems to be somewhat off!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Looking at his appearance, he seems to be relying on something! You 

go and warn everybody. After entering the Divine Ruins in a while, be more careful.” 

Bai Xiu nodded and said, “Mn, got it!” 

As they were talking, one group of force after another arrived in succession. 

The entrance area became much more lively all at once. 

But the various major forces seemed to be very interested in the White Night Sacred Palace. 

“I really didn’t expect that the White Night Sacred Palace actually let a kid still wet behind his ears 

become the palace lord. I really don’t know what that Bai Xiu is thinking.” 

“Haha, this is probably the funniest scene in the history of the Sky Foothill World, right? An initial-stage 

Grotto Profound chap is actually leading a group of Heaven Glimpse powerhouses. Really funny!” 

“Heard that their Grand Elder Ye Yuan is very formidable. Not only is his strength powerful, he even has 

a powerful Ghost Dao powerhouse by his side, capable of fighting evenly with Huo Tianyang!” 

... 

These discussions made the Bai Chen beside Ye Yuan appear rather restless and uneasy. 

He knew that after Master obtained the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone, he might be leaving the 

Sky Foothill World. 

At that time, how was he going to face the numerous powerful enemies? 

“Everybody in the world can look down on you, only you can’t! They all feel that you can’t make it, so 

you do it for them to see, and make all of them shut up!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Bai Chen’s gaze turned intent and his mood immediately calmed down and he said with a nod, “I 

understand, Master!” 

Right at this time, several profiles flew over from the horizon again. 

The person in the center rode on a tiger with wings, with the air of an expert. 

This person’s aura was incomparably powerful. The person had yet to arrive and a powerful aura already 

enveloped over, making everyone’s faces change. 

Origin Deity powerhouse! 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned stern, looking at that old man on the tiger’s back. 

This should be the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s divine official. 

Very soon, his gaze was placed on a person behind the old man. It was actually an old acquaintance. 

Who could it be if not Azurepeak? 



Ye Yuan suddenly discovered that the faces of everyone around him changed. The atmosphere on the 

White Night Sacred Palace’s side became oppressed all of a sudden. 

Ye Yuan had a blank look and asked Bai Xiu, “What’s wrong?” 

Bai Xiu’s expression was ugly to the extreme as he said, “No wonder Huo Tianyang was so cocky. It looks 

like he had long gotten the news! This divine official is the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s previous 

generation palace lord, Duan Fei!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression also changed when he heard it. He did not expect that there was actually still such 

a coincidental thing. 

He knew that in the Sky Foothill World, as long as one could break through to the Origin Deity Realm, 

they would be called away by the Sky Foothill Divine Palace, becoming the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s 

divine official! 

After becoming a divine official, they must cut off all relations with their original sacred palace and serve 

the Sky Foothill Divine Palace faithfully. 

However, even if he became a divine official, he was still a human after all. 

People had feelings, how could it be possible to turn a blind eye to their original faction? 

From Huo Tianyang’s performance, he had clearly long known that the divine official coming this time 

was Duan Fei! 

This indicated that Duan Fei definitely notified him in advance. 

Then during the Divine Ruins trip this time, what Duan Fei would do, use one’s butt to think and they 

would also know. 

Ye Yuan immediately felt a headache coming one. One Huo Tianyang was already troublesome enough. 

Adding on another Origin Deity powerhouse, Duan Fei, this trip was really perilous! 

“Ye Yuan, that guy wearing a mask, his entire body’s aura cold and gloomy, seems to be constantly 

paying attention to you! Uh ... This person seems to be rather familiar.” 

Dustless’s voice sounded out in Ye Yuan’s mind, making Ye Yuan’s heart jump again. 

“Paying attention to me? Rather familiar?” 

A hint of a bitter smile flashed across in Ye Yuan’s heart and he said, “I think I know who he is! I really 

didn’t think that everyone got together!” 

“You know who he is?” Dustless said curiously. 

“Apart from Qin Tian, who else can there be?” Ye Yuan said coldly. 
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“It’s him?” Dustless was also somewhat surprised as he said. 
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“The rumor that spread last time, everybody said that it was done by the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace. 

However, that doesn’t conform to common sense! The most logical situation should be that somebody 

knows my identity and wants to put me to death! Previously, I was only suspecting. Now, already his 

aura has changed drastically, I’m very certain that he’s Qin Tian!” Ye Yuan said. 

Dustless came to a realization and said, “Looking at it this way, it really is so! Looks like Wu Meng 

Academy that side is really unreliable!” 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Our city lord is really indulgent enough toward the Qin Family!” 

Dustless fell silent. Qin Tian’s appearance made Ye Yuan lost the last trace of favorable impression 

towards the Wu Meng City Lord. 

Now, an Origin Deity Realm Duan Fei, a grand completion Heaven Glimpse Huo Tianyang, plus a grand 

completion Heaven Glimpse Qin Tian. 

This Divine Ruins trip was really extremely dangerous! 

These three people added up were even a bit more dangerous than the Divine Ruins. 

“Then, do you still want to enter?” Dustless said. 

“Why wouldn’t I go in? I have no time to wait anymore! This Divine Ruins open once every thousand 

years. For the sake of the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone, I must enter!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn 

voice. 

Boom! 

Right at this time, the volcano that had always been in turmoil finally erupted! 

Violent magma was seemingly like a fountain, spraying out non-stop, presenting a magnificent sight. 

Everyone was extremely far away, but under the impact of wave after wave of heatwaves, some 

staggered unsteadily on their feet. 

Everyone all mustered up divine essence, covering the surface of the body to resist these heatwaves. 

Suddenly, Duan Fei felt something, turning his head and looking in Ye Yuan’s direction. 

Only to see that when those air billows approached Ye Yuan’s proximity, they seemed to split, 

automatically dividing into two halves, flowing past from Ye Yuan’s side. 

A hint of strange look flashed across in Duan Fei’s eyes, and he turned his head around again. 

No idea how long had passed either, the volcanic eruption was finally done. Everything returned to 

normal. 

Those horrifying heatwaves finally took away the temperature. 

“Now is the time!” 

Duan Fei gave a cold cry, a hint of stunning light flashed in his hands. 

The Flame Restriction Seal flagrantly attacked! 



Everyone only saw a streak of white light tear across the horizon, flying straight for the volcanic 

entrance. 

A light halo spread out. Everyone immediately felt that temperature drop significantly. 

That natural flame restriction finally had a gap opened up. 

Done with all these, Duan Fei looked in the White Night Sacred Palace’s direction and said coolly, “White 

Night Sacred Palace enter first, the others follow closely behind.” 

It indeed came! 

The Divine Ruins had not opened for a thousand years, It was not known how many powerful existences 

had spawned inside again. 

Letting the White Night Sacred Palace enter first was the idea of letting them be cannon fodders and 

scout the path. 

This targeting was truly a bit too obvious. 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s people all dared to feel indignant but did not dare to speak. Bai Chen 

was even angered until his face turned red, wishing to go up to find Duan Fei and risk his life. 

While the other sacred palaces let things drift if it did not affect them personally, gloating over others’ 

misfortunes by the side. 

Ye Yuan gave Duan Fei a glance and discovered that he was currently sizing him up with interest. At 

once, he said indifferently, “Come on!” 

“Grand Elder!” Bai Xiu said unwillingly. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell and he said, “Go!” 

The current Ye Yuan already established an absolute prestige in the White Night Sacred Palace. 

With him being furious, the others could only swallow the insult and endure in silence, following him 

and flying towards the volcanic entrance. 

Seeing this scene, Duan Fei’s face revealed a trace of surprise. 

He thought that Ye Yuan was young and would definitely find him to argue. 

He did not think that Ye Yuan actually forcefully endured it. 

Huo Tianyang’s face revealed a smug smile. With the old palace lord around, it is really too awesome. I 

hope that these guys step on more land-mines and die out. 

“Grand Elder, they are being too much!” Bai Xiu said indignantly. 

“Yeah, Master! Why did we just swallow the insult and endure in silence?” Bai Chen also said unhappily. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Otherwise what? You guys finding him to go and risk your lives?” 

Everyone could not help choking up. Finding an Origin Deity powerhouse to put up a desperate fight? 



Wasn’t this courting death?! 

“But the divine palace has regulations, the divine palace is not to have ties with their original faction!” 

Bai Xiu said with indignation. 

Ye Yuan smiled when he heard that and said, “My deputy palace lord, you’re also someone up in the 

years, how can you be so naive? If you become a divine official, will you break away, but still remain 

connected or not?” 

Bai Xiu froze, his face immediately flushing red, but said no more. 

In all fairness, he could not do it! 

“Hence, don’t feel any psychological imbalance either! Want to blame, can only blame you all for not 

having people in the divine palace! The Sky Foothill Divine Palace setting this rule, it’s just in order to 

better govern the various forces and maintain the Sky Foothill World’s balance. But to really talk about 

completely prohibiting it, that’s impossible. Therefore, going to find him to reason can only invite 

humiliation!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

The words made everyone speechless. 

Clearly, Ye Yuan saw it more thoroughly than them. 

For Duan Fei to dare do so, there must be a contingency plan waiting for them. 

As long as they knocked into the spearhead, it was not overboard to make one or two people the first 

targets of punishment. 

Hence, it was better to be more low-profile. 

Wasn’t it just being cannon fodders, we’ll do it! 

At least on the surface, Duan Fei did not dare to kill people without any reason. 

After all, so many eyes were watching! 

Ye Yuan entered first, flying straight into the volcanic entrance. The rest followed him, entering in a 

single file. 

No idea how long he flew either, Ye Yuan finally landed. What entered the eyes was full of magma with 

sparks flying in all directions, looking soul-stirring. 

“Careful, Grand Elder!” Bai Xiu suddenly shouted. 

Ye Yuan had just landed when a ball of fire flew over towards Ye Yuan, its speed quick to the extreme. 

However, Ye Yuan’s sword was even faster than it! 

Whoosh! 

Ye Yuan had long detected the approach of danger. Lifting his hand, it was Sundering Stars! 

Boom! 



That ball of fire was directly chopped flying out, smashing into the rock wall. 

“It’s a lava flying monster! Divine rank lava flying monster! Not good, they normally appear in groups!” 

Bai Xiu’s expression changed as he said. 

Bai Xiu’s voice had yet to face when everyone just felt a blur before their eyes and saw many fireballs 

rush out of the lava, just like that one earlier. 

They were precisely the lava flying monsters! 

At a glance, the numbers were likely no less than 100! 

Over 100 divine rank lava flying monsters made people’s eyes blurry, the commotion was outrageous. 

As long as hit by one, they would be crippled even if not dead. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell and he said, “Be careful. Elders, guard the periphery; the rest in the inner-circle!” 

Of the nine elders, only three came this time. 

Adding Ye Yuan and Bai Xiu, there were a total of five Heaven Glimpse and above strength. 

Under Ye Yuan’s word of command, everyone immediately formed inner and outer, two circles, to carry 

out the defense. 

These lava flying monsters were extremely powerful. Even if Heaven Glimpse powerhouses were struck, 

they would probably lose a layer of skin too. 

Even Ye Yuan did not dare to slight it too. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh ... 

The lava flying monsters’ trajectories were virtually untraceable. Furthermore, they were swift to the 

extreme; simply impossible to guard against. 

In a blink, that bunch of flying monsters arrived in front of them. 

“Attack!” 

Ye Yuan gave a loud cry. Lifting his hand, it was several Sundering Stars tearing through the air. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Several lava flying monsters were hacked flying. 

Bai Chen hid in the inner-circle, only to see a blur before his eyes. A surge of heatwaves hit him head-on. 

Wanting to defend was already too late! 
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A ray of sword light came through the sky, chopping that lava flying monster flying. 
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Bang! 

At the same time, only to hear a loud bang. Ye Yuan’s body was directly smashed flying out. 

“Puhwark!” 

Ye Yuan directly spewed out a mouthful of blood, but immediately adjusted his position in the air, 

abruptly borrowing force and returned into the group battle. 

In midair, he even managed to find time to release several swords, cutting down lava flying monsters. 

“Master Ye Yuan!” Bai Chen’s eyes were bloodshot as he shouted. 

If not for Ye Yuan helping him to block this, he would be dead for sure. 

“I’m fine! This thing’s speed is too fast, be careful!” Ye Yuan said solemnly. 

Forcefully taking the hit of a lava flying monster, Ye Yuan felt his blood in turmoil too. 

Fortunately, his fleshy body was already grand completion first transformation and what he cultivated 

was also the Black Tortoise Treasure Body Divine Art. His defensive power was more than several times 

stronger than those in the same rank. 

A one time impact would not cause fatal damage to him yet. 

Bai Chen clenched his jaws, self-reproaching emotions had long already filled his chest. 

“Who said that the trial-takers were all bad guys who destroyed the Sky Foothill World? Master, he 

values relations and sentiments immensely;God knows how many times better than the Sky Foothill 

World’s people! It’s all my fault! All my fault for being too weak! I want to become strong! I can’t 

become Master’s burden!” 

A surge of powerful fighting spirit erupted from his body. 

“Kill!” 

Bai Chen’s spear was peerlessly domineering, brazenly attacking. 

In this instance, a trace of enlightenment was produced in Bai Chen’s heart. 

Originally, he could not catch the lava flying monsters at all. At this time, he actually saw it incomparably 

clearly! 

His spear tip was actually slowing down! 

Boom! 

This spear struck a lava flying monster without any deviation! 

Ye Yuan’s hands did not slow down in the slightest, but taking this spear of Bai Chen’s into his sights, 

revealing a hint of a praising smile. 

“Haha, I finally did it!” Bai Chen said excitedly. 

“Pretty well done! Careful, coming again!” Ye Yuan warned. 



Bai Chen’s face fell, his spear stabbing out once more! 

In a blink, over a hundred lava flying monsters were all blasted away. 

On the ground, on the rock walls, were holes everywhere. 

Ye Yuan alone virtually resisted over half of the lava flying monsters. 

Otherwise, their party would definitely suffer heavy casualties. 

Bai Chen came before Ye Yuan with a self-reproaching look and said, “Master, it was all my fault, causing 

you to be injured!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’ve already done very well. These lava flying monsters are not what the 

current you can resist. These few years, your painstaking cultivation, Master has seen it. Now, your 

spear art finally improved further. Congratulations!” 

With Bai Chen’s strength, blocking one or two that were weaker was still okay. 

Some lava flying monsters’ impact force already approached Heaven Glimpse Realm. How could it be 

what he was able to deal with? 

These few years, Bai Chen trained in the spear for all he was worth, wanting to reach the realm of that 

spear Ye Yuan exhibited. 

For this, he was tired out until all the divine essence in his body was exhausted god knows how many 

times, collapsing weakly onto the ground. 

All these, Ye Yuan naturally saw it. 

Presently, his spear art was finally mastered, his strength increasing greatly. 

“Huhu, Elder Ye’s sword art is transcendent, how impressive! Facing so many lava flying monsters, not a 

single person actually died, truly impressive.” 

At this time, the others also descended from the sky and landed onto the ground. Huo Tianyang directly 

taunted 

Ye Yuan knew that they had come over long ago. But each and every one of them watched indifferently 

without lending a hand. Most likely, they all hoped to see the White Night Sacred Palace suffer heavy 

casualties. 

Just now, that lava flying monster almost killed Bai Chen. Huo Tianyang had a look of excitement. 

But he did not expect that Ye Yuan saved Bai Chen at the risk of suffering a blow himself. 

Even more unexpected was that Ye Yuan was actually still able to maintain such powerful combat 

strength after suffering such a heavy blow. 

Right now, although these words were ridiculing, it actually also had some sour taste in it. 



Ye Yuan just smiled when he heard that and said, “Sorry about that, disappointed you. This bit of minor 

trouble, this Ye can still resolve it. Just take it as blazing the trail for Lord Divine Official. Don’t you say 

so, Lord Divine Official?” 

Ye Yuan looked at Duan Fei with a wide grin. Duan Fei grunted his assent and said, “Elder Ye indeed has 

fine means. If you don’t fall, you and I might even work together one day!” 

Duan Fei’s words immediately caused an uproar. 

There were dozens of Heaven Glimpse powerhouses here. But among them, nobody dared to say that 

they would become Origin Deity powerhouses. 

Breaking through to the Origin Deity Realm was far too difficult! 

Hence, Duan Fei’s appraisal of Ye Yuan could not be said to not be high. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that he did not perish! 

Everyone was smart and naturally heard insinuation. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and said, “This Ye likely won’t have that good fortune!” 

Everyone’s expressions changed. This Ye Yuan’s guts were plucky. 

The meaning of his words was naturally not saying that he would fall, but saying that Duan Fei would not 

live till that day! 

These two people’s words hid needles, the smell of gunpowder rather strong! 

Duan Fei’s face fell and he said in a cold voice, “Elder Ye, please go ahead!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Go!” 

Ye Yuan took the lead and continued leading the White Night Sacred Palace’s people as cannon fodders. 

This was a wide stone bridge. The two sides of the stone bridge were endless magma. 

Ye Yuan could sense those powerful restriction undulations on both sides and above walking on the 

stone bridge. 

Ye Yuan reckoned that this Celestial Deity Sky Foothill’s comprehensions in fire laws must be extremely 

deep. 

This restriction power, forget about the Deity Realm three realms’ martial artists, even Divine Lord 

Realm probably could not withstand it too. 

“Quickly look! Purple Sand Gold! What a large chunk of Purple Sand Gold!” Bai Chen suddenly shouted. 

Duan Fei’s eyes lit up and saw that at the end of the stone bridge, a piece of enormous rock was 

mounted on that cliff wall. It was likely as large as three people wrapped their arms around. 

Purple Sand Gold was an excellent material for refining celestial divine artifacts with a wide range of 

uses. 



The Sky Foothill World’s artifact refining path being prosperous had a lot to do with the existence of the 

Purple Sand Gold. 

Such a large chunk of Purple Sand Gold could be said to be worth several cities. 

But everyone’s faces did not have very happy expressions. Because according to the Sky Foothill Divine 

Palace’s rules, Purple Sand Gold, this level of material, all completely belonged to the Sky Foothill Divine 

Palace. 

“Palace Lord Bai Chen, go and pluck down the Purple Sand Gold. At this time, it’s time for your White 

Night Sacred Palace to show loyalty,” Duan Fei turned to Bai Chen and said indifferently. 

Bai Chen was practically about to explode. He glared at Duan Fei and said, “Places that have Purple Sand 

Gold are bound to have Giant Flame Stonemen! If Lord Divine Official wants to kill me, just say a word, 

why is there a need to do so?” 

Duan Fei smiled and said, “Why, Palace Lord Bai Chen’s meaning is that the White Night Sacred Palace is 

going to oppose the divine palace?” 

Bai Chen’s expression changed, simply infuriated to the extreme. 

Duan Fei this guy was clearly going to screw the White Night Sacred Palace to death! 

“Best for me to go then. Lord Divine Official’s charge is a little too big, we can’t bear it!” Ye Yuan said 

coolly. 

“Master! A Giant Flame Stoneman is extremely strong. Such a large chunk of Purple Sand Gold, it must 

be adult Giant Flame Stoneman guarding it, existences that rivals middle-stage Heaven Glimpse 

powerhouses!” Bai Chen gritted his teeth and said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Relax, it’s fine.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s figure floated away, arriving at the Purple Sand Gold’s area in a blink of an eye. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan unleashed several slashes with a raise of a hand and directly cut out that Purple Sand Gold. 

Slam! 

Slam! 

Slam! 

Indeed as expected, a giant stoneman covered in flames all over appeared in front of everyone. 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Duan Fei’s mouth. But very soon, his smile turned 

stiff on his face! 
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“Lord Divine Official, catch!” 

Ye Yuan urged his palm force. That chunk of incomparably massive and heavy Purple Sand Gold flew 

straight at Duan Fei. 

Duan Fei’s expression changed several times, finally still catching it, and putting it away into his storage 

ring. 

But right then, everyone’s expression became unbelievably ugly. 

The front of the bridge and rear were all blocked by Giant Flame Stonemen. 

These Giant Flame Stonemen all had incomparably strong auras. Clearly, they were not easy to deal 

with. 

“This ... There are normally only one or two Giant Flame Stonemen around Purple Sand Gold. How come 

there are so many?” 

“These Giant Flame Stonemen’s auras are so strong. Quite a number are even Heaven Glimpse Realm 

existences! This ... We’re dead this time!” 

“You guys, look! There are still more below! They ... They are climbing up!” 

Everyone looked down the bridge and discovered that there were still many Giant Flame Stonemen 

scaling up the rock wall. 

With this, the surroundings were all surrounded by Giant Flame Stonemen! 

A hint of a cold smile flashed across the corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth and he shouted fiercely, “Charge 

with me! Rush in!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan held the Evil Extermination Sword out and charged over toward the Giant Flame 

Stonemen ahead. 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s powerhouses did not hesitate in the slightest, following Ye Yuan and 

charging over in the direction of the Divine Ruins’ depths. 

Clank! 

Ye Yuan dealt Sundering Stars with a raise of a hand. But chopping onto the Giant Flame Stoneman’s 

body, only sparks splashed out. 

That Giant Flame Stoneman raised its fire fists and smashed over towards Ye Yuan. 

The fist had yet to arrive when a surge of powerful fire laws battered over toward Ye Yuan. 

So strong! 

Ye Yuan’s heart went slightly cold too. This was just an initial-stage Heaven Glimpse Giant Flame 

Stoneman and its strength was actually so powerful, virtually able to one-shot same rank martial artists! 

Although Ye Yuan was shocked, he did not panic. Raising his life, it was another Sundering Stars! 

Bang! 



The stone fist that was currently in full swing directly exploded. 

The moment Ye Yuan made a move, it crippled one of the Giant Flame Stoneman’s arm. 

“Elders, pin down all the stonemen together, the others break through first!” Ye Yuan shouted. 

“Yes!” Everyone immediately answered. 

But at the back, Duan Fei’s face fell and he said, “We’re going too!” 

Slam! 

His voice had yet to fade when an even more robust Giant Flame Stoneman flew out of the magma, 

directly blocking in front of Duan Fei. 

Duan Fei’s expression turned sharp and he cried out in shock, “Origin Deity Realm Giant Flame 

Stoneman!” 

That Giant Flame Stoneman did not give him the chance to be surprised at all, its fist already smashing 

over towards him unreasonably. 

Boom! 

Duan Fei was forced to exchange a blow with the Giant Flame Stoneman, being shocked back over a 

dozen steps. 

Before waiting for him to catch a breather, that Giant Flame Stoneman’s punch arrived again. 

“Damn thing! To actually dare scam me?! How did he discover this Giant Flame Stoneman?” 

Duan Fei gnashed his teeth in hatred. How could he still not know that Ye Yuan dug a pit for him? 

Ye Yuan giving him the Purple Gold Sand right away was to lure this Giant Flame Stoneman to deal with 

him. 

At this time, the Giant Flame Stonemen around Duan Fei were the most. 

Those stonemen that crawled up from beneath the bridge, most of them closed in around him. 

It was just that those Giant Flame Stonemen were nothing to him. The most terrifying one was still this 

Origin Deity Realm Giant Flame Stoneman in front of him! 

Duan Fei was clearly aware that he was scammed by Ye Yuan, but could only suffer a quiet loss too. 

After all, Ye Yuan’s way of doing things could not pick out the slightest fault. 

Ye Yuan they all were treated as cannon fodders, at the front of the team. 

But now, the Giant Flame Stonemen on their side were the least instead! 

They had already reached the end of the bridge. Ahead was a large cave. 

And the Giant Flame Stonemen that came out from the direction of the cave were only five or six, while 

what the rear battalion had to deal with were several dozens. 



These Giant Flame Stonemen were very powerful. Ye Yuan already heard miserable cries lingering on 

incessantly from behind. 

“Finish the fight quickly, don’t cling to battle!” Ye Yuan said in a clear voice. 

He summoned Gui Yun out too. The Nether Ghostclaw was incomparably fierce, smacking over toward a 

late-stage Heaven Glimpse Realm Giant Flame Stoneman. 

Ye Yuan recently had breakthroughs in laws and cultivation realm. Displaying the complete version 

Sundering Stars was already no longer that taxing. 

Swish! 

Swish! 

Swish! 

Ye Yuan released three sword moves in succession, directly blasting that Giant Flame Stoneman’s upper 

body into smithereens. 

But executing these three sword moves, Ye Yuan’s divine essence, more than half were consumed. 

He hurriedly took out a divine essence recovering medicinal pill to consume and could not be bothered 

with refining it, directly covering Bai Chen and the rest over to this gap. 

Bang! 

The Nether Ghostclaw slapped down, directly smashing that Giant Flame Stoneman into dust. 

Looking at the others again, inclusive of Bai Xiu, they had all fallen into hard battles. 

“You go and help Bai Xiu, I’ll go help the rest!” Ye Yuan said to Gui Yun. 

“Yes, Master!” 

Gui Yun voiced his assent and went. After he cultivated the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes, his combat 

power was extremely powerful now. 

Although these Giant Flame Stonemen were strong, they would be blown up after lasting a while under 

his hands. 

Fortunately, their side did not have grand completion Heaven Glimpse Giant Flame Stonemen. This 

made their battles easy to resolve. 

Before long, under Ye Yuan and Gui Yun’s cooperation, those five to six Giant Flame Stonemen were all 

smashed to pieces, becoming balls of fireballs scattering all over the ground. 

He did not have the awareness to return to save people, directly bringing the White Night Sacred 

Palace’s powerhouses inside. 

“Ye Yuan, you dare!” 

The Duan Fei who was currently fighting fiercely with the Origin Deity Realm Giant Flame Stoneman felt 

something in his heart and shouted at Ye Yuan. 



Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Lord Divine Official, it’s not that I’m not helping you. But this Origin Deity 

Realm Giant Flame Stoneman is seriously too powerful, I have the heart but not the strength too! As the 

saying goes, the greater the ability, the greater the responsibility. We’ll continue scouting the path 

ahead for you. Let’s meet again if it’s fated!” 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan’s words stirred Duan Fei’s mind. The Giant Flame Stoneman’s fist rumbled over, brushing by his 

cheek and flying past. 

Although Duan Fei dodged it, the power of laws still burnt a chunk of his skin, turning it charcoal black. 

“ARGH!!” 

Duan Fei cried out tragically and was considered to be disfigured. 

The burns of fire laws were not that easy to treat. 

“Bai Chen, does your White Night Sacred Palace want to be enemies with the divine palace?” Duan Fei 

could not be bothered with the injuries on his face and shouted fiercely. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed and indeed stopped his footsteps. 

“Master ...” Bai Chen said hesitantly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Wait for him to go out alive before coming to threaten us! Not leaving now, 

we’ll all have to be buried in death! Go!” 

Bai Chen’s gaze turned intent. Gritting his teeth, he said, “Go!” 

Bai Xiu and the rest understood this logic too. Furthermore, they held resentment in their hearts toward 

Duan Fei and the rest. 

Duan Fei let them be cannon fodders, not a single person stepped forward to say something. 

When they suffered the attack of the lava flying monsters, no one lent a helping hand too. 

The resentment in their hearts had long reached the peak already. 

If without Ye Yuan, their group of people would probably have long been completely annihilated now. 

How could they still have the chance to stand here and watch a joke? 

Seeing the other seven major sacred palaces screaming miserably on the bridge, everyone felt very 

pleased in their hearts! 

Weren’t you guys watching a show just now? Now, the winds of fortunes changed, it’s our turn! 

“This Divine Ruins seems to have some abnormal changes. It will likely not be very safe in front either. 

Everybody, be more careful. Take care not to get lost!” Ye Yuan warned. 
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Whoosh! 

Whoosh! 

... 

The Giant Flame Stoneman punched again and again. The momentum was vigorous, with its power 

sweeping away all. 

Similarly Origin Deity Realm, Duan Fei could only keep on dodging and not dare to face the enemy head-

on at all. 

This Giant Flame Stoneman was too strong. Each punch carried extremely profound fire laws; 

incomparably powerful. 

“Damn Ye Yuan, when I catch you, I’ll definitely tear you limb from limb!” 

Duan Fei already hated Ye Yuan to the extreme. 

It was just that thoughts were thoughts, this Giant Flame Stoneman in front of him was too powerful. 

Duan Fei was so fully occupied that he had no time to spare for other things at all. 

All around, screams lingered on incessantly. 

Everyone fell into the besiege of the Giant Flame Stonemen. There were already quite a few people who 

had fallen. 

Swoosh! 

Right at this time, a black silhouette charged out of the Giant Flame Stonemen’s encirclement, turned 

into an afterimage, vanishing from everyone’s line of sight. 

Duan Fei’s face fell and he shouted fiercely again, “Life End, could it be that you want to betray the 

divine palace too?” 

However, ‘Life End’ ignored him, directly disappearing from his line of sight. 

Duan Fei was gloomy, virtually about to explode. 

He, this divine official, there was actually no one who took him seriously! 

Forget about the White Night Sacred Palace, the Life End Sacred Palace’s palace lord actually dared to 

not listen to his words too. 

This was too much! 

“Damn it! After going back this time, I must charge White Night and Life End. Let the divine palace 

punish them! These guys are simply too arrogant!” Duan Fei sulked in his heart. 

Qin Tian’s head was full of thoughts about killing Ye Yuan currently, so how could he have time to care 

about Duan Fei? 

How the Life End Sacred Palace would end up had nothing to do with him at all. 



Qin Tian’s strength already reached the extent of half-step Origin Deity. Furthermore, his law 

comprehension was exceedingly high, much stronger compared to those so-called palace lords. 

With his strength, although charging out of the heavy encirclement took some effort, it was not 

considered too hard. 

Hence, he was the first to charge out. 

He had concealed in the Sky Foothill World for ten years, the objective was in order to kill Ye Yuan. 

Now that the opportunity was in front of him, how could he possibly let it go? 

... 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s party, Ye Yuan was scouting out the path in front, advancing slowly. 

“Grand Elder, I keep feeling that something is not quite right! Entering the Divine Ruins this time feels 

much more dangerous!” Bai Xiu said in a solemn voice. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “If I didn’t guess wrongly, there should be a precious treasure coming into 

being!” 

“Precious treasure coming into being!” 

Hearing these words, everyone was aroused. 

Precious treasure being born, who could remain calm? 

Perhaps it was a lucky chance! 

Seeing their expressions, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “All of you, you don’t have this expression. Precious 

treasures coming into being are obtained by the fated. It can’t be forced! If one doesn’t have self-

awareness, they will only lose their lives in vain.” 

Ye Yuan directly splashed a tub of cold water on him. But it clearly could not extinguish their 

enthusiasm. 

These words, everyone all knew. But facing a precious treasure, how many were able to stay calm? 

Suddenly, everyone arrived at an open area. The boundless essence energy undulations made 

everyone’s eyes lit up. 

“Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits! So many!” 

“There are also quite a number of matured ones! What a big haul!” 

Before their eyes were around ten Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruit Trees. The trees were full of 

Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits. 

Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruit was categorized into semi-mature and mature. That one that Bai 

Chen gave Ye Yuan was semi-mature. 

In reality, even in the Sky Foothill Divine Palace, there were extremely few mature Nine Melodies 

Psychic Immortal Fruits too. 



Mature Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits were greatly beneficial to Origin Deity Realm 

powerhouses too, even capable of increasing the chances of Heaven Glimpse Realm martial artists 

breaking through to Origin Deity Realm. 

Therefore, when everyone saw these Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits, they naturally coveted 

endlessly. 

“Grand Elder, this ... Can we pocket it or not?” Bai Xiu could not resist asking. 

According to the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s rules, Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone, Nine Melodies 

Psychic Immortal Fruit, Purple Sand Gold, these precious treasures all belong to them. 

The Sky Foothill Divine Palace would occasionally reward that little bit according to each sacred palace’s 

contributions. 

The Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits in Bai Chen’s possession was obtained like that. 

The Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s accumulated awe was too immense. Hence, Bai Xiu this kind of wily old 

fox did not dare to arbitrarily take forcible possession of these fruits. 

Ye Yuan could not help laughing as he said, “If you pluck all the fruits, then destroy all these trees, will 

Duan Fei know that you obtained the immortal fruits? As long as you all don’t say, what can he do to 

you? Moreover, whether or not he can get out alive is still up in the air!” 

The moment everyone heard this, they could not help being greatly roused. 

“So ... let’s do it?” Bai Xiu said rather excitedly. 

“Do it!” Ye Yuan said without any hesitation. 

With Ye Yuan’s instructions, everyone immediately acted like being injected with stimulants, dividing up 

these Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal Fruits in no time flat. 

Bai Xiu carried five to six mature fruits and came before Ye Yuan, saying with a silly grin, “Grand Elder, 

without you, there wouldn’t be our White Night Sacred Palace. These Nine Melodies Psychic Immortal 

Fruit are what you deserve! Also, that pile of semi-matures over there all belong to Grand Elder!” 

Ye Yuan reached his hand out and took one of them and said with a smile, “At least you have some 

conscience! But I don’t really need this thing. This one, just take it as receiving your kindness. The rest, 

you guys divide it!” 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s group of experts were like bandits entering a village at this time, 

sweeping it clean. 

After that, they destroyed all of these fruit trees without leaving even dregs behind. 

Each and every one had grins on their faces, like having eaten honey. 

Suddenly, a black-robed person wearing a ghost mask slowly stepped into this open area. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell. He did not expect that this guy actually charged out so quickly. 

“Qin Tian, looks like I still underestimated you!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice. 



Hearing these words, Qin Tian clearly felt very surprised, slowly took off the mask, and said, “You 

actually know that it’s me! Looks like your probing means are indeed impressive. No wonder Uncle 

Yuanlong would succumb at your hands!” 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Heh, your Qin Family really cover the skies with one hand!” 

Qin Tian smiled and said, “Looks like you’re very furious. I enjoy this expression of yours very much! 

Want to blame, blame that you didn’t reincarnate well!” 

“Better forget it. Reincarnating into your Qin Family, I’m afraid that I’ll be ashamed until I commit 

suicide!” Ye Yuan said with a sneer. 

Qin Tian’s face turned cold and he said solemnly, “Razor-tongued! Today, you can’t escape your doom! 

The humiliation that you gave me will be washed off with your fresh blood!” 

While talking, Qin Tian slowly opened but his sword sheath, the aura on his body rising sharply, directly 

soaring to half-step Origin Deity Realm! 

The White Night Sacred Palace’s group of experts had puzzled looks and had completely no idea what 

happened. 

All the way until this instant, the expressions on everyone’s faces changed! 

“I-Intruder! He’s an intruder!” Bai Xiu cried out in shock. 

When Qin Tian’s aura rose to its peak, a faint pressure of Heavenly Dao descended, oppressing over 

toward Qin Tian. 

Qin Tian’s realm was finally suppressed at grand completion Heaven Glimpse! 

What the White Night Sacred Palace was shocked at was not Qin Tian, but Ye Yuan! 

They used dumbfounded gazes to look at Ye Yuan, each and every one revealing looks of incredulity. 

Through this conversation, even a fool also knew that Ye Yuan and Qin Tian were the same. Ye Yuan was 

an intruder too! 
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The moment Qin Tian’s sword momentum rose, everyone’s expression turned fearful. 

Even when suppressed by Heavenly Dao, Qin Tian’s strength was also so terrifying! 

“Grand Chant Sword Void!” 

This move was precisely one of Wu Meng Academy’s six supreme academy skills, the Grand Chant 

Sword Void! 

Back then, when Ye Yuan had the life-and-death battle with Qin Shao, he had once witnessed the power 

of this move before. 
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Except, this move being displayed in Qin Tian’s hands, the power could not be mentioned in the same 

breath at all. 

This was a grand completion Sword Dao second-layered heaven martial technique! 

“Gui Yun!” 

“Yes, Master!” 

Gui Yun’s figure flashed out, facing off with Qin Tian from afar. 

Qin Tian was an entire major realm higher than Ye Yuan. He was not what the current Ye Yuan could 

handle at all. 

When Qin Tian saw the situation, he said disdainfully, “A mere late-stage Two-star evil spirit wants to 

deal with me? Do you think that I’m Qin Shao, that inept? Go to hell!” 

Finished talking, Qin Tian’s Grand Chant Sword Void carried powerful Sword Dao laws and charged 

towards Ye Yuan. 

Immediately, the entire space pervaded with powerful sword intent. The group of experts avoided it like 

the plague. 

“So strong! His realm is clearly being suppressed a lot and he’s actually still able to display such a 

powerful martial technique!” 

“Could it be that the strength of the outside world’s martial artists, they all are so powerful?” 

“Truly terrifying! This person is clearly so young, but his strength is sufficient to sweep across all sacred 

palaces’ palace lords!” 

... 

The moment Qin Tian made his move, everyone was incredibly appalled. 

But right at this time, Gui Yun’s hands drew a bizarre rune. After that, a surge of terrifying ghost energy 

rose up from under his feet out of thin air. 

Gui Yun’s strength actually instantly broke through to grand completion Two-star! 

“Ghost Dao Hundred Runes, Ghost Energy Spiritual Possession! Nether Ghostclaw!” 

The moment Gui Yun attacked, it was two Ghost Dao Hundred Runes! 

Under Dustless’s teachings with close to a hundred years of cultivation, his strength could no longer be 

mentioned in the same breath long ago. 

He was already completely different from that evil spirit hiding in the Yin Wind Den! 

Boom! 

The ghost claw and Sword Dao laws collided together violently, shaking the entire cave until it was 

about to collapse. 



Qin Tian’s gaze turned intent. Clearly, he did not expect that this Two-star evil spirit actually still had 

such means! 

Two ghost runes adding together, he actually forcefully withstand a blow of his. 

“Heh, indeed have some skill! But ... how much time can this trick last?” 

Qin Tian laughed coldly, sword momentum rising again, directly clashing together with the Nether 

Ghostclaw. 

Qin Tian’s strength was truly daunting to the extreme. Even when suppressed at grand completion 

Heaven Glimpse, the power of his Grand Chant Sword Void was irresistible too. The Nether Ghostclaw 

actually showed signs of being unable to endure it. 

One had to know that when Gui Yun was at late-stage Two-star, he could rely on the Nether Ghostclaw 

to forcefully resist Huo Tianyang for several hundred moves and not be defeated. 

Now, Gui Yun had ghost energy possessing, his strength skyrocketing, the power of the Nether 

Ghostclaw would also soar greatly. He actually could not defeat the Qin Tian in the same rank as him! 

Even if his realm was the same, Qin Tian’s strength shook Huo Tianyang that fellow off more than a 

dozen streets. 

If he did not have his realm suppressed by Heavenly Dao, his strength would definitely be even more 

terrifying. 

The title of inner-court’s number one person was really not called in vain. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned grim and knew that it could not carry on like this. 

He flashed, arriving behind Qin Tian. Raising his hand, it was a complete version Sundering Stars! 

Who knew that Qin Tian’s back seemed to have grown eyes. He just casually pointed and directly 

annihilated this complete version Sundering Stars. 

The powerful Sundering Stars actually could not withstand Qin Tian’s casual tap! 

“Heh, just your bit of strength, you actually still want to play ambushing! When I take care of this ghost, 

I’ll let you know what’s called despair!” 

Qin Tian who was in the midst of fierce fighting appeared to have plenty of room for maneuver, still 

having strength leftover to speak with Ye Yuan. 

This battle’s situation was rather bad! 

When Bai Chen saw this scene, his heart really burned with anxiety! 

His omnipotent master actually encountered such a powerful adversary! 

“Bai Xiu, what are you all still waiting for?! Could it be that you all are going to passively watch Master 

Ye Yuan get killed?” Bai Chen could not resist saying to Bai Xiu. 

Bai Xiu had a conflicted look too and said with difficultly, “But ... He ... He’s an intruder!” 



“So what if he is an intruder? You recall it yourself. How did Master Ye Yuan treat your White Night 

Sacred Palace! Without him, do you still have the chance to stand here and question him right now? 

Without him, even if you became the palace lord, can you withstand the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s 

assault? Without him, could you all escape from under the hands of the lava flying monsters and Giant 

Flame Stonemen?” 

Bai Chen’s words were like a machine gun, bombarding everyone’s heart. 

Bai Xiu fell silent, the expression on his face became even more conflicted. 

While at this time, Ye Yuan and Gui Yun fell into a bitter fight. 

Ye Yuan’s divine essence was already insufficient to support him releasing multiple perfect versions of 

Sundering Stars. He could only move around and continuously harass Qin Tian so as to ease Gui Yun’s 

pressure. 

But his harassment also seemed to be trying to put out a cartload of burning logs with a cup of water. 

Bai Chen gritted his teeth and said, “If you all are not going, I’m going! I, Bai Chen, am not willing to be 

an ungrateful person!” 

Finished talking, he swung his long spear and charged straight for Qin Tian. 

Regarding Bai Chen’s attack, Qin Tian completely ignored it. 

Ye Yuan’s attack still posed a threat to him. But Bai Chen’s attacks did not pose any threat to him at all. 

Bai Chen’s strength could not even breach his protective divine essence! 

Bang! 

Bai Chen’s heavy spear had not entered the battle yet and was directly shocked away by the aftershocks, 

immediately knocked flying out and smashing heavily onto the rock wall. 

“Puhwark!” 

Bai Chen’s internal organs shook, directly spewing out a mouthful of blood. 

But he did not give up. Gripping his long spear, another spear shot over again. 

Bang! 

Bai Chen was flicked away once more without any surprises. 

But the stubborn Bai Chen did not have the intention of giving up at all. He crawled up again and again, 

attempting to enter the battle time and again. 

“Let me, Palace Lord!” 

Mo Yun finally could not hold back. He held his long spear out and joined the battle too. 

It was just too bad that his strength was likewise unbelievably weak. 

“Damn it, don’t care anymore! I will screw you to death!” 



Bai Xiu could not resist swearing and charged straight for Qin Tian. 

He was a late-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouses. Although his strength was lacking to Qin Tian, 

restraining him was enough. 

With him joining, Gui Yun’s pressure dropped sharply. 

Regarding Bai Xiu, Qin Tian could not possibly ignore him. He must divide out a portion of his energy to 

deal with him. 

“I’m coming too!” 

“I’m coming too!” 

Seeing Bai Xiu join the battle, Bai Rong and another elder both charged over. 

Five great Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouses plus a Gui Yun, six mighty powerhouses besieged Qin 

Tian! 

Gui Yun was the primary attacker, the others restrained. For a moment, they actually could not 

determine who was better. 

Qin Tian’s sword dealt with enemies everywhere, but did not fall into a disadvantage in the slightest! 

However, Qin Tian also did not expect that Ye Yuan was actually so popular. 

Under the circumstances where they clearly knew that Ye Yuan was a trial-taker, the White Night Sacred 

Palace’s powerhouses would actually still help him deal with him. 

Carrying on like this is out of the question. I need to finish off that late-stage Heaven Glimpse first! Qin 

Tian thought in his heart. 

Suddenly, Qin Tian’s sword art changed, dealing a false move towards the Nether Ghostclaw, then 

stabbed toward Bai Xiu with momentum like a sudden peal of thunder which left no time for covering 

ears! 

“Careful, Deputy Palace Lord!” 

Everyone did not expect this sudden turn of events! 

Right at the critical moment, Bai Rong actually pushed away Bai Xiu. This sword of Qin Tian’s stabbed 

into his chest! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1439: Devastation to Both Sides! 

“Bai Rong!” 

“Elder Bai Rong!” 

Bai Xiu and Bai Chen virtually cried out at the same time. 

Bai Xiu’s gaze even turned bloodshot from anger, his two eyes blood-red. 
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However, Bai Xiu’s eyes were currently going lax. How terrifying was Qin Tian’s Sword Dao laws? After 

entering the body, it destroyed all of Bai Rong’s vitality very quickly. 

But at this time, the Nether Ghostclaw also fell toward Qin Tian. It was already too late for him to want 

to draw his sword. 

But Qin Tian did not panic in the face of danger. Left hand forming fingers as a sword, powerful Sword 

Dao laws directly tapped onto the Nether Ghostclaw. 

It was just that he was currently responding in a haste and not the Nether Ghostclaw’s match at all. 

But Qin Tian’s strength was too powerful. With this drawing the bow with the left and right, his imposing 

momentum was still equally matched with the Nether Ghostclaw! 

Not being able to kill Bai Xiu, Qin Tian was secretly rather regretful. 

After all, Bai Xiu was the person with the greatest strength apart from Gui Yun. 

But being able to finish off one could at least diminish the other party’s combat strength. 

But right at this moment, Qin Tian’s alarm bells sounded. A fierce killing intent erupted without any 

warning. 

Swift as a thought! 

All this happened in an instant. Qin Tian had both hands preoccupied and was unable to care about 

other things anymore at this time. 

This attack appeared too craftily. The timing of the opportunity was grasped too timely. It was simply a 

certain kill situation! 

The scent of death hit him head-on. Qin Tian was already unable to save himself and could only muster 

up the divine essence within his body crazily, protecting his whole body. 

“Chasing Moon!” 

The sharp Evil Extermination Sword was seemingly like a meteor, stabbing straight for Qin Tian’s 

stomach! 

The power of this sword was actually a magnitude stronger than Sundering Stars. 

From Ye Yuan mobilizing to stabbing onto Qin Tian’s body, it was only a twinkle, the movement swift to 

the extreme. Everyone did not have the time to react to it at all. 

Boom! 

This sword move made a showy display of ability. It was as if a sharp knife that could pierce myriad 

objects in the world. 

The Evil Extermination Sword passed through Qin Tian’s protective divine essence without any surprises, 

stabbing Qin Tian’s body. 

“Puhwark!” 



Qin Tian’s entire body was akin to being electrocuted, fresh blood spraying wildly from his mouth, his 

body flying out horizontally, smashing ruthlessly into the rock wall. 

“Gui Yun!” 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed and he shouted fiercely. 

Gui Yun understood tacitly. Deploying the Nether Ghostclaw, he smacked straight for the rock wall! 

Boom! 

The rock wall directly had a large pit smashed out. The life and death of the Qin Tian inside, it was 

unknown. 

“Go!” 

Ye Yuan bellowed and was about to bring everyone towards the depths of the Divine Ruins. 

But right at this time, Bai Xiu suddenly went berserk, his figure speeding toward that rock wall’s hole 

rapidly. 

“Damn intruder! I’ll kill you!” Bai Xiu roared as he flew speedily. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. Figure swaying, he attempted to intercept Bai Xiu from the side. 

“Bai Xiu, calm down!” Ye Yuan said solemnly. 

Bai Xiu did not have the slightest intention of stopping. Looking at Ye Yuan with both eyes bloodshot, he 

said sharply, “You damn intruder, get lost for me!” 

Bai Xiu raised his hand and it was a palm smacking over toward Ye Yuan! 

But right at this time, a swift and fierce sword light rushed out of the rock wall without any warning 

signs. 

But Gui Yun deployed the Nether Ghostclaw and intercepted this sword light. 

Boom! 

Bang! 

At virtually the same time, Bai Xiu’s palm landed on Ye Yuan’s body, while the Nether Ghostclaw 

forcefully resisted this sword light. 

Ye Yuan and Gui Yun simultaneously flew backward in two very different directions! 

“Puhwark!” 

Ye Yuan’s internal organs quivered, directly spewing out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

While Gui Yun’s body became much fainter. The Nether Ghostclaw could not sustain either, vanishing. 

Whoosh! 



Gui Yun turned into a cloud of green smoke and flew into Ye Yuan’s body, escaping into the Soul 

Suppressing Pearl. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan and Gui Yun were seriously injured at the same time! 

Bai Xiu’s entire body trembled, only then, abruptly startling awake. 

If not for Ye Yuan, he would already be a dead soul under Qin Tian’s sword now. 

That sword of Ye Yuan’s only severely wounded Qin Tian and did not really cause irreversible injuries to 

him. He still had the strength to fight back. 

Hence, that was why Ye Yuan made them leave right away. 

“Bai Xiu, you’re crazy! What the hell are you doing?!” 

When Bai Chen saw this scene, he roared at Bai Xiu. 

Bai Xiu was a late-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouses. How terrifying was the power of this palm? 

If not for Bai Xiu pulling back the majority of the force at the last moment, Ye Yuan might even be killed 

by him with one palm. 

“Master Ye Yuan, are ... are you alright?” 

Bai Chen’s voice was almost in tears. 

Ye Yuan clutched his chest and said with difficulty, “Leave ... Quickly leave!” 

Mo Yun gritted his teeth and barked at Bai Xiu, “Still in a daze for what?!” 

Bai Xiu shook, bringing along Bai Rong’s corpse, and headed over towards the Divine Ruins’ depths. 

Mo Yun also brought along the heavily injured Ye Yuan and sprinted wildly all the way. 

Fortunately, they did not encounter any dangers along the way. The group of people ran wildly, no idea 

how long they ran either. 

Suddenly, everyone felt a blur, dashing out of a cave. 

“So ... So many doors, where should we go?” Bai Chen said with a panicky face. 

“If not, let’s turn back!” Someone suggested. 

“No ... No way!” Ye Yuan forcefully endured his churning vital energy and blood and said. 

On the way, Ye Yuan swallowed healing medicinal pills. His injuries were already brought under control. 

But his internal organs were still in upheaval, It was as if they had shifted positions. Within a short time, 

he was unable to take action anymore. 

Ye Yuan patted Mo Yun’s shoulder, signaling him to put him down. 

“We’ve already entered an array formation. The original caves have already been completely displaced. 

These eight doors, only one is a life door. The others are ... certain death!” Ye Yuan said. 



Everyone’s faces changed! 

One out of eight! 

This ... The chance of death was too great. 

“This ... What to do? Aren’t we at death’s door right now?” 

“Previously, panicking and not choosing the path, we entered here bafflingly!” 

“It’s all Bai Xiu’s fault! If not for him, we wouldn’t be in such a difficult position either!” 

“This guy simply can’t distinguish right from wrong! How can Bai Rong’s death be blamed on Grand 

Elder? From start to end, he never opened his mouth to ask us for help before!” 

... 

For a moment, everyone tried to get a word in, all pointing the spearhead at Bai Xiu. 

Bai Xiu’s expression flickered incessantly but did not refute. Instead, he was full of guilt. 

Thud! 

Bai Xiu flushed red and directly knelt down towards Ye Yuan. 

“Grand Elder, it was all Bai Xiu being foolish, causing you and Lord Grand Elder to be heavily injured! I ... 

I’ll ... apologize for the sin with death!” 

Bai Xiu gritted his teeth. Raising his hand, he smacked down towards the top of his head. 

“Stop!” 

Ye Yuan had sharp eyes and agile hands, grabbing hold of his wrist. 

“Cough, cough, cough ... Pffft!” 

This affected his injuries, Ye Yuan spouted out a mouthful of blood again. 

Bai Xiu’s expression changed greatly, hurriedly supporting Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan said with sullen anger, “You fool! Right now, among us, you’re the strongest one! If you die, 

what are they going to do?” 

Bai Xiu choked up, the thought of suicide immediately dissipating. 

Seeing the situation, Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said, “Qin Tian infiltrating the Sky Foothill World was 

aiming for me. Bai Rong’s death was indeed caused by me. You and Bai Rong were on very close terms, I 

know that his death was a great blow to you. If it were me, I’ll probably be even more enraged than you. 

This matter ... wasn’t your fault!” 
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Chapter 1440: Partners in Crime 

Bang! 
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Qin Tian’s body sprang out of the rock wall with a gloomy face. 

“Just how long has it been? That guy’s sword art improved again! If not for me wearing the Heavenly 

Feather Flexible Armor, my life would have met its end here!” Qin Tian said and gnashed his teeth. 

That Chasing Moon move of Ye Yuan’s was simply dangerous to the extreme. 

If not for his realm being far more powerful than Ye Yuan’s, if not for him wearing the profound divine 

artifact, Heavenly Feather Flexible Armor, then he would be a corpse right now! 

Qin Tian’s understanding of Ye Yuan had still remained at Sundering Stars. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao laws had already broken through to Sword Dao second-

layered heaven and created a new move! 

Chasing Moon this move was too powerful! 

Even if Qin Tian wore the Heavenly Feather Flexible Armor, his internal organs suffered a tremendous 

shock too, only recovering after a long time. 

Recalling that scene previously, Qin Tian’s scalp was still tingling until now. 

But this sword of Ye Yuan’s was too heavy. His current injuries were rather heavy, his strength greatly 

reduced. 

“I absolutely can’t let Ye Yuan live on anymore! His growth speed is too fast! Just how long has it been, 

and he already has the strength to threaten me! Give him another few decades time, most likely, even I 

won’t be a match anymore too!” 

Qin Tian became ruthless and was going to hunt down in the direction Ye Yuan and the rest escaped in. 

But right at this time, a figure swayed, blocking his way. 

Qin Tian’s expression changed. The one who blocked his path was none other than precisely Duan Fei! 

The current Duan Fei’s breathing was chaotic, his injuries very heavy. Half of his face was virtually 

burned to a crisp, looking incomparably hideous. 

“I didn’t expect that there was really an intruder who sneaked in and even disguised as the Life End 

Palace Lord! Punk, prepare to die!” 

Previously, Qin Tian concealed his aura and even hoodwinked Duan Fei. 

Now, Qin Tian revealed his true colors. Duan Fei did not talk crap with him at all, directly taking action. 

Qin Tian’s injuries had yet to recover. At this time, he could only forcefully rouse his spirits and accept 

the challenge. 

Fortunately, Duan Fei’s injuries were much heavier than his. Currently, it was already pretty good for 

him to be able to unleash 20% of his strength. 

Upon exchanging blows, Duan Fei discovered something off. 

This Qin Tian’s strength was more powerful than he imagined! 



If not for cultivation realm suppression, he might even have the strength to contend with him. 

Although Duan Fei occupied the absolute advantage, he actually could not bring him down after a long 

battle. 

After a fierce battle, the two people’s injuries worsened significantly again. Qin Tian was burning with 

anxiety. 

He would not let himself succumb here before killing Ye Yuan. 

“Stop! Don’t fight anymore!” Qin Tian said solemnly. 

“Heh, you say don’t fight and we stop? The Sky Foothill World kills intruders without mercy. You dared 

to sneak into the Divine Ruins, could it be that you still wish to get out?” 

Duan Fei was an extremely prideful person too. Not taking down Qin Tian after a long battle, how could 

he be willing to give up? 

“I came in order to kill Ye Yuan and don’t have any interest in your Sky Foothill World at all! He is our 

common enemy! If we both sustain injuries, do you think he’ll laugh himself awake when dreaming or 

not?” Qin Tian said. 

Duan Fei’s face fell. As expected, he pulled back and stopped fighting. 

“What do you mean?” Duan Fei said in a solemn voice. 

Qin Tian smiled coldly and said, “Ye Yuan is my junior apprentice brother. What do you think I mean?” 

Duan Fei’s expression changed and said, “Impossible! Azurepeak had once used the Tianlu Shrine to 

check his blood before. He’s the purest Sky Foothill people, so how can he possibly be your junior 

apprentice brother?” 

Qin Tian sneered and said, “Heh, the intel about his identity was disclosed by me. When I heard this 

result, I was very surprised too! But this junior apprentice brother of mine can’t be measured with 

common sense. There must be a precious treasure that we don’t know on him! As long as we kill him, 

the precious treasure on him will be ours!” 

Duan Fei’s expression turned dark and he said, “On what basis should this old man believe you?” 

Qin Tian said coolly, “Actually, you already believe it! How can such a young and powerful Deity Realm 

powerhouse possibly appear in your Sky Foothill World? Grotto Profound Realm killing Heavenly Dao 

Realm, do you feel that it’s possible?” 

Duan Fei fell silent. What Qin Tian said was right. 

Regardless of looking from which angle, Ye Yuan did not seem like a Sky Foothill World’s person! 

“Alright, I’ll cooperate with you! But the precious treasure on him belongs to me!” Duan Fei said 

solemnly. 

Qin Tian shot him a glance and said with a cold smile, “You and I are clever men, don’t play this kind of 

sham! If Ye Yuan really has some precious treasure on him, none of us will let it go! At that time, each of 



us relies on our own abilities! Right now, the urgent matter on hand is to recover strength. That brat’s 

strength isn’t ordinary. Don’t look down on him because his realm is low!” 

Duan Fei’s expression became stern and he nodded his head. 

... 

“It was my miscalculation. I didn’t expect that this guy even wore a profound divine artifact battle armor 

on him. I should have thought of it long ago!” Ye Yuan’s words revealed remorse and anger. 

Bai Chen urged, “Master, you’re already very amazing! You nearly killed a half-step Origin Deity 

powerhouse! I don’t even dare to think about it!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Deity Realm powerhouses are people too, and people have weaknesses! 

Nobody stipulated that Grotto Profound martial artists can’t be killed. In a true life and death fight, 

what’s competed is never the cultivation realm. Bai Xiu, I assure you, Bai Rong’s grudge, I’ll definitely 

help you avenge it!” 

Bai Xiu’s entire body trembled. Gritting his teeth, he said, “Grand Elder, I ... I was wrong! You’re 

currently heavily injured, don’t risk your life anymore. If something were to really happen to you, Bai Xiu 

would really find it hard to absolve my sins even if a hundred deaths!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Since you all know my identity, I can’t be your grand elder anymore!” 

Everyone was just about to speak, but Ye Yuan stopped it with a hand gesture and said, “My goal of 

coming to the Sky Foothill World is for the sake of the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone. As long as 

I find Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones in this place, I’ll leave. Now, we already don’t have a way 

out and can only charge inside. I’ll do my best to help you all seize precious treasures and let you guys 

have the strength to protect yourselves after going out. The rest, don’t need to say anymore.” 

Unknowingly, everyone was already accustomed to relying on Ye Yuan. 

Now that he said he wanted to leave, everyone actually had a reluctant feeling. 

They all, these Sky Foothill people, actually had such sentiments towards an intruder. It was simply 

treasonous and heresy. 

But, they all felt very natural at this time, without the slightest resistance. 

This intruder protected them in all aspects, even rescuing Bai Xiu without balking at heavy injuries. 

But what about the Duan Fei as the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s divine official? 

He wanted to doom everyone to death at all costs! 

The public sentiment for or against, it was clear at a glance. 

“But, these eight doors in front, which should we take?” Bai Chen could not resist asking. 

Ye Yuan slowly got up and said coolly, “Just follow me.” 

Ye Yuan walked toward a door very casually and walked straight inside. 



Everyone exchanged glances and quickly followed after. 

This was a gloomy and dark passage, causing the inability to see one’s hand in front of you. 

Everyone just kept on walking and walking like that. No idea how long had passed either, everyone felt a 

blur before their eyes. A wave of terrifying temperature hit from head-on. 

This was an enormous dome. Under the feet was endless lava! 

In the center of the dome, a lone island suspended above the magma. 

And on the island, something bloomed with multi-colored brilliances! 

“That ... That is ...” Ye Yuan looked at that fruit with a dumbfounded look, his eyes full of incredulity. 


